
GOVERNMENT TERM PAPER OUTLINE

from a few government professors themselves. Let's get started! . write literature reviews rather than research papers if .
A written list/outline, with a thesis and.

Take care to identify the limitations of your findings or even some of the questionable parts of your analysis.
The shape of these districts is determined by state legislatures, creating one of the most politically charged
elements of American politics, as state legislatures use their line-drawing powers to the benefit of the party
that controls that legislature. The preexistence of states had a profound impact on the design of the
Constitution and continues to shape the operation of American politics today. Most notably, in California, in
November , voters approved Proposition 8, which amended the state constitution to define marriage as
between a man and a woman. Your organization could also be more atypical than that: chapters can be broken
down based on concepts with countries or time periods being held constant , or divided according to key
individuals and organizations. Statements such as "religion is the chief cause of conflict in the world," "the
International Criminal Court violates political sovereignty," and "the Russian people always want a czar to
lead them" are neither specific nor delimited. Students performing quantitative analysis will need to think
carefully about how best to present their findings e. Are all my citations accurate and in correct format? State
courts are also usually the first to look at cases that can have monumental constitutional import, from whether
to allow prayer in public schools to the appropriateness of race-based admissions in state law schools to
whether local governments can seize private property for economic development purposes. In 18 states, the
constitution can be amended by majority vote of the electorate. Does one paragraph or idea flow smoothly into
the next? Each year, Governing magazine, in collaboration with the Pew Center on the States, grades the 50
states on their performance in four areas of public management: budgeting, personnel management,
infrastructure, and management of information. This again will show your deep knowledge on the matter. A
literature review is, as noted below, a significant component of your research paper, but your objective is not
merely to review what other scholars have said about your topic. The answer to that question will be revealed
in the early decades of the 21st century. The Elements of Style was first published in  Double check the facts
and figures. For an excellent source on English composition, check out this classic book by William Strunk,
Jr. If you are using statistical methods e. Depending on the overall volume of your research paper, a hook can
be from one to five sentences long. Theses and Long Projects It goes without saying that there is no simple
formula on how to optimally structure your work. Most local governments also have a number of
special-purpose districts or authorities. As with governors and state legislatures, state courts have changed
significantly over the past 40 years, professionalizing and reforming to enhance their efficiency and
legitimacy. These bodies are usually governed by an elected board that oversees an appointed professional
executive. The United States Constitution was silent on the question of local governments, leaving to the states
to determine how citizens would be represented and services delivered in their states. House of
Representatives was ruled a violation of the equal-protection clause of the U. The challenges facing state
governments are enormous since many face large deficits, job losses, crumbling infrastructure, flawed
education systems, and other major policy problems. Did I avoid using contractions? Typically, the study of
citiesâ€”communities of larger than 50, peopleâ€”is considered a separate realm of inquiry. The same
principle can be applied to temporal comparisons or between concepts and events â€” essentially anything that
has a clear and definitive conceptual quality. The governor would then appoint those recommended should he
choose to ; the appointees would take office and then be ratified by the voters in a so-called retention vote at
the next regularly scheduled election. Tufte, Envisioning Information Cheshire, Conn.


